Lukos JR, Choi JY, Santello M. Grasping uncertainty: effects of sensorimotor memories on high-level planning of dexterous manipulation. J Neurophysiol 109: 2937-2946, 2013. First published April 3, 2013 doi:10.1152/jn.00060.2013.-For successful object manipulation, the central nervous system must appropriately coordinate digit placement and force distribution. It is known that digit force planning is significantly influenced by previous manipulations even when object properties cannot be predicted on a trial-to-trial basis. We sought to determine whether this effect extends beyond force control to the coordination of digit placement and force. Subjects grasped and lifted an object whose center of mass (CM) was changed unpredictably across trials. Grasp planning was quantified by measuring the torque generated on the object at lift onset. We found that both digit placement and force were systematically affected by the CM experienced on the previous trial. Additionally, the negative covariation between digit forces and positions typically found for predictable CM presentations was also found for unpredictable CM trials. A follow-up experiment revealed that these effects were not dependent on visual feedback of object roll during object lift on the previous trial. We conclude that somatosensory feedback from previous grasp experience alone can affect high-level grasp planning by constraining the relation between digit force and position even when the task behavioral consequences cannot be reliably predicted. As learning of manipulations often involves interactions with objects in novel environments, the present findings are an important step to understanding the control strategies associated with the integration of sensorimotor memories and motor planning.
WHEN OBJECT PROPERTIES are randomly changed from trial to trial, digit forces are programmed as a function of the dynamics experienced in the previous lift. For example, when lifting a light object after lifting a heavy object, subjects plan digit forces based on the previously experienced heavy object (Edin et al. 1992; Flanagan and Wing 1997; Johansson and Westling 1984 , 1988a , 1988b Westling and Johansson 1984; Witney et al. 2001) . However, it is unknown whether this previous trial bias is limited to digit force planning or whether it extends to a more global grasp plan, i.e., the coordination between digit forces and positions, when object properties are pseudorandomly changed across trials. This gap is due to the fact that past studies have required subjects to place their fingertips at fixed locations on the object, thus preventing choice of digit placement. It should be noted that the control of digit forces and position might potentially be mediated by different sensory modalities (Lukos et al. 2008) . Specifically, the initial digit placement on the object is likely to be visually guided, whereas nonvisual sensory modalities are responsible for force distribution among the digits. However, the relative contribution of visual, tactile, and proprioceptive feedback on the coordination of digit placement and forces from contact to onset of dexterous manipulation is not well understood. Therefore, determining how previous trial bias affects digit placement and forces selectively or as a unit can provide significant insight into mechanisms underlying motor planning.
Choice of digit placement fundamentally changes grasp planning because net forces and torques exerted by the digits depend not only on force magnitude but also on the points of force application. In a series of studies with no constraints on digit placement, we asked subjects to lift an object with an asymmetric center of mass (CM) while keeping the object as vertical as possible. Previous work has shown that this is best accomplished by generating an opposing torque before the object is lifted (Salimi et al. 2000) . We found that subjects learn to generate such compensatory torque by modulating both digit forces and placement to object CM prior to object liftoff (Fu et al. , 2011 Lukos et al. 2007 Lukos et al. , 2008 . Furthermore, Lukos et al. (2008) reported evidence for independent control mechanisms of digit placement and force planning in response to random changes in object CM. Specifically, when subjects were provided a visual or verbal cue of object CM, they were able to appropriately plan digit placement to exert a compensatory torque in the direction appropriate to the object CM but were unable to generate the torque necessary to lift the object vertically.
If object CM was changed unpredictably from trial to trial prior to object lift, an effect of trial history on high-level grasp planning should be identifiable as a compensatory torque on the current trial exerted in the direction required to counteract the external torque experienced on the previous trial. However, this expectation raises the question of how the object CM experienced on the previous trial might affect the coordination between digit positions and forces. When object CM is predictable, subjects minimize trial-to-trial variability of the compensatory torque by modulating load force, but not grip force, such that it negatively covaries with digit position . When object CM is unpredictable, a systematic effect of previous trial on compensatory torque could also arise from a negative covariation between digit load force and position. This would imply that the CM experienced on the previous trial not only affects both digit position and load force but also maintains their coordination. Alternatively, the previous trial CM could selectively influence digit position or load force, thus disrupting the force-position coordination.
The overarching hypothesis was that the previous trial CM affects high-level grasp planning. Specifically, 1) the direction of compensatory torque generated by the subjects at object lift onset would depend on the CM experienced on the previous trial, 2) both digit load force and position would change systematically depending on the CM experienced on the previous lift, 3) digit load force and position at object lift onset would negatively covary regardless of whether subjects could predict the CM location on a trial-to-trial basis, and 4) these effects would not depend on visual feedback of grasp performance error, i.e., how much the object rolled on the previous trial.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Twenty-four right-handed subjects (12 women and 12 women, age range: 18 -37 yr) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in two experiments (12 for experiment 1 and 12 for experiment 2). The subjects had no history of orthopedic or neurological pathology or trauma to the upper limbs. All subjects were naive to the experimental purpose of the study and gave informed consent to participate in the experiment. The experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Arizona State University and were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Apparatus
A custom-built grip device was designed to measure three-dimensional forces and torques of the thumb and index finger (Fig. 1A) .
Parallel vertical grip surfaces on each side of the device ( Fig. 1A ; length: 7 cm, depth: 2.26 cm; distance between graspable surfaces: 6.07 cm) were mounted perpendicular to six-axis force/torque transducers (ATI Nano-17 SI-50-0.5, ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC; force range: 50, 50, and 70 N for x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively; force resolution: 0.012 N for x-, y-, and z-axes; torque range: 500 N·mm for all axes; torque resolution: 0.063 N·mm for all axes). This device allowed measurement of fingertip placement (center of pressure, CoP) and forces (normal and tangential forces). A position/ orientation tracker was placed on the top of the object ( Fig. 1A ; Polhemus, Fastrack, Colchester, VT; 0.05°resolution) to record object position and orientation (roll) during lift. A Plexiglas box attached to the base of the grip device consisted of slots in which a 400-g mass could be placed to change the object CM, i.e., left or right CM locations ( Fig. 1A ; for more details, see Fu et al. 2010) . This resulted in an external torque of Ϫ255 N·mm and ϩ255 N·mm for left and right CM, respectively. The total mass of the grip device (device plus added mass) was 740 g. The Plexiglas box was opaque to prevent subjects from seeing the location of the added mass.
The rationale for using a two-digit grip instead of a multidigit grip to manipulate our grip device was to isolate the CoP and forces of each digit involved in the grasp. This goal could not have been achieved with a whole-hand grip as the output of the force/torque sensor on the finger side of the device can only compute the net CoP of all digits contacting the grasp surface. Nevertheless, we previously found that subjects modulate digit placement as a function of object CM similarly regardless of the number of digits involved in the grasp, i.e., by placing the finger(s) higher than the thumb on the heavier side of the object, and vice versa (3 digits: Fu et al. 2011; 5 digits: Lukos et al. 2007 5 digits: Lukos et al. , 2008 . A mass (400 g) was added at its base to change the center of mass (CM, left or right). A position/orientation (P/O) tracker was used to record its position during lift. Object roll toward the thumb or finger side was defined as negative or positive, respectively. An opaque cover was placed on the object to prevent subjects from viewing the force/torque (F/T) sensors. These sensors were used to measure the x-, y-, and z-components of forces and torques applied by the thumb and index finger. Digit center of pressure (CoP) was considered positive or negative when the digit CoP was above or below the center of the F/T sensor, respectively. B: the experimental variables analyzed from contact to object hold for 1 trial of the unpredictable CM condition (right CM trial following a right CM trial; RR U ) performed by a representative subject (S11). From top to bottom, data are the object vertical position, object roll, and thumb and index finger tangential forces, normal forces, center of pressure, and compensatory torque. The vertical dashed lines denote object lift onset. The black arrow in the object roll trace denotes peak object roll. The black and white arrows in the compensatory torque trace denote its magnitude at object lift onset and the torque necessary to neutralize the external torque generated by the added mass, respectively. C: a portion of an unpredictable trial sequence. The trials of interest that correspond to each of the 4 unpredictable conditions are designated by dots above the left (L) or right (R) CM trials.
Experimental Task
Subjects were asked to lift the object with the thumb and index finger of their right hand. Subjects lifted the object at a self-selected pace to the same height every time (ϳ10 cm) as indicated by a marker on the table. The frontal plane of the object and subject were parallel to each other. The midline of the object was aligned with the subject's shoulder, and the reach distance was 24 cm. Subjects started the reach movement after a verbal signal from the experimenter. We instructed subjects to 1) grasp the object only with the thumb and index fingertips on the grasp surfaces located on the sides of the object, 2) reach, grasp, and lift the object at a natural speed, 3) lift the object vertically while minimizing object roll, 4) hold it for ϳ3 s, and 5) replace it on the table. We also asked subjects to extend the middle, ring, and little fingers during the grasp to prevent these fingers from contacting the grasp surfaces during the task. The intertrial interval was ϳ10 s. Before starting data collection, the experimenter demonstrated the task, after which subjects performed three practice trials. For both the demonstration and the practice trials, the mass was added in the center slot between the left and right CM locations of the grip device. The practice trials were used to allow subjects to become familiarized with object weight and friction prior to the experiment without experiencing the asymmetric left and right CM locations. Subjects were first exposed to an "unpredictable" CM sequence followed by "predictable" CM blocks.
Experiment 1. Unpredictable and Predictable CM Sequences
Unpredictable CM sequence. The CM of the object was changed pseudorandomly on a trial-to-trial basis by adding the mass to the left or right slot (Fig. 1A) outside the subjects' view. Subjects were informed that the sequence of CM presentation was random and thus CM location could not be reliably anticipated on a trial-to-trial basis. The unpredictable trial sequence contained an equal number of occurrences for each "unpredictable condition" (n ϭ 12; Fig. 1C ): "Left CM followed by Left CM" (LL U ), "Right CM followed by Right CM" (RR U ), "Left CM followed by Right CM" (LR U ), and "Right CM followed by Left CM" (RL U ). The total number of trials was 49. A sample portion of one unpredictable trial sequence and the four unpredictable conditions present in the sequence are shown in Fig. 1C . Importantly, the design of the trial sequence prevented subjects from reliably predicting CM location on upcoming trials (Gellerman 1933) . Note that this unpredictable sequence is different from that used in our previous studies, where subjects performed only five trials per CM and the sequence was not designed to quantify previous trial effects (Lukos et al. 2007 (Lukos et al. , 2008 .
Predictable CM blocks. As a control condition, subjects were instructed to perform the same task but with the object CM remaining invariant for 15 consecutive trials for both the left and right CM locations (LL P and RR P conditions, respectively). Subjects were informed that the CM would remain the same across the block but were not aware of the CM location on the first trial.
For both unpredictable and predictable CM sequences, subjects were reminded periodically throughout the experiment that the task requirement was to minimize object roll during the lift.
Experiment 2. "No Vision" Experiment: Removal Of Visual Feedback of Object Roll
An effect of previous CM was found in the unpredictable CM sequence (see below). This effect, resulting in a torque exerted in the direction opposite to that experienced on the previous trial, could have resulted from somatosensory feedback associated with wrist pronation/supination caused by the external torque and/or visual feedback of object roll perceived during the previous lift. To determine the contribution of vision to the previous CM effect, we designed a second experiment ("no vision") testing 12 subjects using the same unpredictable CM sequence described above for the random CM condition. However, in the "no vision" experiment, visual feedback of object roll was eliminated on all trials. Analyses focused on the compensatory torque and its tangential and normal components (see Eq. 2 below), measured at object lift onset on the trial following removal of visual feedback, therefore all but the first trial (n ϭ 48 trials). Subjects were aware that vision would be eliminated on each trial.
We used liquid crystal spectacles for tachistoscopic occlusion (Milgram 1987) to block vision and custom software to trigger an analog signal to the spectacles, after which the lenses switched from a transparent to an occluding state in 3 ms. The trigger onset occurred when subjects lifted the object (as detected by 2 sensors located under the object), and vision remained occluded until the object was replaced on the table.
Data Processing
Collection of data from the force sensors and the position tracker was time-synchronized for each trial with custom-designed software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX). After each experimental session, data were processed as described by Fu et al. (2010) . We extracted the following variables.
1) Object lift onset (Fig. 1B , vertical dashed lines) was defined as the time at which the vertical position of the object crossed a threshold of 0.1 mm for longer than 200 ms and object roll (see below) did not exceed 0.1°.
2) Object roll was defined as the angular deviation of the object from the vertical on the y-z plane during lift, positive and negative values denoting rolls toward the index finger and thumb side, respectively (Fig. 1A) . The external torque created by the mass added to the bottom of the object, if not countered by a compensatory torque at object lift onset, causes the object to roll until a corrective response can be elicited at reaction time latencies. Therefore, peak object roll can be used to quantify the behavioral consequences of anticipatory grasp control, i.e., the extent to which subjects could plan digit placement and forces to generate a compensatory torque appropriate for minimizing object roll (for more details see Lukos et al. 2007 ). Peak object roll was defined as the initial maximum deviation of the object from the vertical after lift onset (Ͻ250 ms; black arrow, Fig.  1B ). We chose to use peak object roll as this indicates the point at which subjects reverse the direction of the roll to align the object orientation with the vertical. We chose a time window of 250 ms on the basis of empirical observations, i.e., the reversal of object orientation after the initial object roll typically occurs within the first 150 -200 ms from object lift onset (see Fig. 8A in Lukos et al. 2007) .
3) Digit tangential and normal forces (Ftan and Fn, respectively; where z is the distance between the outer grip surface and the sensor (Ϫ6.35 mm), Fy and Fz denote the y-and z-force components, respectively, and Mx denotes the x-torque component measured by the force/torque sensor relative to its frame reference. To verify the accuracy of the computed y-coordinate of each digit CoP, we performed a calibration on the grip device by applying loads normal to the graspable surface at known x-y locations through a custom-made frame. Accurate reconstruction of the point of force application on the graspable surface of the device could be attained for Fz Ն 0.75 N with an average error of less than Ϯ1.2 mm (for more details, see Fu et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010) . Digit CoP was defined as negative or positive for digit placement below or above the origin of the sensors, respectively (Fig. 1A) .
5) The above variables were processed to compute compensatory torque (Tcom) as follows:
where ⌬Ftan is the difference between thumb and index finger load forces, d is width of the grip device, Fn is the average of the digit grip forces, and ⌬CoP is the vertical distance between thumb and index finger CoP (see supplemental materials in Fu et al. 2010 for more details). To minimize object roll, subjects have to generate a compensatory torque at object lift onset of equal magnitude as, and opposite direction to, the external torque caused by the added mass. Therefore, Tcom is a global grasp variable that can be used to characterize the effect of the CM experienced in the previous lift (unpredictable sequence with and without vision of object roll) and during trial-to-trial learning (predictable sequence). Note that a given value of Tcom can be generated by an infinite number of combinations of digit forces and placement. Therefore, to further determine the effect of CM experienced on the previous trial on how a given Tcom was generated, we extended our analyses to ⌬Ftan, ⌬CoP, and Fn.
Statistical Analysis
The four experimental conditions of the unpredictable sequence (Fig. 1C) are defined by the trial preceding the trial used for the analysis of grasp planning, e.g., an L (Left CM) trial for the sequence LR U . Note, however, that all analyses described below were performed on data from the subsequent trial, e.g., the R (Right CM) trial. To determine the effect of the previous trial in the unpredictable trial sequence, we performed a 2 ϫ 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with "Previous Trial CM" (Left and Right) and "Current Trial CM" (Left and Right) as within-subject factors on Tcom, ⌬Ftan, ⌬CoP, and Fn all measured at lift onset and peak object roll. We chose to focus on the effects of one previous trial because earlier work on digit forces (Witney et al. 2001 ) and arm dynamics (Scheidt et al. 2001) showed that motor planning during unpredictable conditions is most sensitive to recent memories associated with the previous trial. Comparisons of interest that were statistically significant in the ANOVA (P Ͻ 0.05) were further explored with post hoc t-tests with Bonferroni or GamesHowell corrections depending on the homogeneity of variance of the data (equal or unequal variance, respectively).
We asked subjects to perform the predictable CM blocks to quantify the anticipatory modulation of digit placement and forces, as well as compensatory torque, as a function of object CM. The rationale for collecting these data was to obtain a "baseline" for comparison with data from the unpredictable CM conditions. To do so, we first had to verify that subjects successfully learned how to lift the object vertically in the predictable conditions. Thus we determined the trial after which a consistent grasp performance was attained, using a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with "Trial" (from trial 1 through trial 15) as a within-subject factor on peak object roll for LL P and RR P . Consistent with previous studies Zhang et al. 2010) , we found that subjects approached a stable level of object roll minimization within the first three trials, after which no further improvement occurred (P Ͼ 0.05 for both CM locations). Therefore we used trials 4 -15 for each CM from the predictable condition for comparison with an equal number of trials (n ϭ 12) from the unpredictable conditions.
To compare the conditions with like previous trials (i.e., Left CM: LR U , LL U , and LL P ; Right CM: RL U , RR U , and RR P ) we performed one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs to determine the effect of CM predictability. As this test compares conditions of differing current trials (i.e., LR U vs. LL U ) that affect the direction of object roll, we performed this test on the absolute value of peak object roll. Tests of normality (Shapiro-Wilk) confirmed the assumption of normal distribution for all variables (all P Ͼ 0.05).
An additional analysis on ⌬CoP was performed to determine whether digit placement varied from early contact with the object to lift onset. We performed six paired-sample t-tests on ⌬CoP: early contact vs. object lift onset for each CM location for the unpredictable and predictable trial sequences (4 tests) and between left and right CM trials at early contact for the unpredictable and predictable sequences (2 tests). Comparisons were adjusted with Bonferroni corrections.
To assess the covariation between the individual components of Tcom, the component data (i.e., ⌬CoP, ⌬Ftan, and Fn) were normalized for each subject separately with Fisher's z-transformation. Specifically, the mean value of the trials used for analysis (n ϭ 12 trials per CM and experimental condition) was computed separately for each CM and subtracted from each trial. The resulting value was then divided by the standard deviation of the mean. This normalization procedure was performed to allow linear regression analysis across the Tcom components, which are characterized by different units (see Fu et al. 2010 for details) . We then calculated the Pearson's correlation coefficients (r) between ⌬CoP vs. ⌬Ftan and between ⌬CoP vs. Fn across the unpredictable trial sequences and predictable blocks. We statistically compared these pairs of r values using Fisher's z-transformed correlation coefficients.
Finally, for the "no vision" experiment (experiment 2), we performed the same statistical analyses described above for the unpredictable condition performed with vision (experiment 1) on Tcom, its components, and the relation between Tcom components.
For all ANOVAs, no significant interactions were found. Therefore, only significant main effects are reported.
RESULTS
A qualitative description of anticipatory control of the compensatory torque and behavioral outcome (peak object roll) throughout the unpredictable trial sequences is followed by the quantification of 1) the effects of unpredictable CM presentation on the compensatory torque (Tcom), its components, and peak object roll, 2) their comparison between the unpredictable and predictable trials, and 3) the effects of removing vision of peak object roll on grasp planning.
Unpredictable CM Presentation, Experiment 1: Effect of Previous Trial on Compensatory Torque and Peak Object Roll
The randomization of CM presentation prevented subjects from anticipating the direction of the external torque on the object on a trial-to-trial basis. As expected, large fluctuations in Tcom, and consequently peak object roll, occurred. These data are shown from an entire trial sequence for one representative subject in Fig. 2A . Note that although the added CM made it more challenging to lift the object vertically, the object was never dropped during lift for any of the experimental trials. To validate the effectiveness of the unpredictable sequence design in preventing subjects from anticipating the upcoming CM location through repeated lifts, we performed a linear regression on the performance error (absolute value of peak object roll) across all trials for each subject. This indicated that no gradual learning of object roll minimization occurred across the entire trial sequence for any subject (all r 2 Ͻ 0.15, all P Ͼ 0.05). Note, however, that when previous and current CM trials were the same (i.e., LL or RR), Tcom tended to approach the value appropriate to the current CM and peak object roll tended to be smaller than when the previous CM trial differed from the current CM trial (i.e., LR or RL). Specifically, most trials preceded by a left CM (LL U and LR U ) elicited positive Tcom, whereas trials preceded by a right CM (RR U and RL U ) elicited negative Tcom. Such effect of previous trial on Tcom resulted in a better object roll minimization when the subject experienced the same CM on previous and current trials (LL U and RR U ) ( Fig. 2A) . These data suggest an effect of CM experienced on the previous trial on Tcom direction on the current trial. Figure 2B shows the time course of Tcom and object roll averaged across all subjects from each of the four unpredictable conditions. When a left CM trial was preceded by a left or right CM trial (LL U and RL U conditions, respectively), subjects produced Tcom at object lift onset in opposite directions, i.e., positive and negative, respectively. As the current trial was a left CM, object roll was minimized to a greater extent for the LL U condition. Data from LR U and RR U revealed a phenomenon similar to that described above, i.e., the direction of Tcom varied as a function of the CM experienced in the previous trial, and therefore improved object roll minimization when CM was the same in the previous and current trials.
For both peak object roll and Tcom, we found a significant main effect of the "Previous Trial CM" [F (1,11) ϭ 24.12 and 839.65, respectively; both P Ͻ 0.001]. The post hoc analysis revealed significant differences depending on the CM experienced on the previous trial for both variables (i.e., LL U RL U and LR U RR U ; all P Ͻ 0.01). This finding supports our first hypothesis of an effect of the previous trial on the direction of Tcom on the current trial.
As expected, there was also a main effect of "Current Trial CM" for peak object roll [F (1,11) ϭ 331.44; P Ͻ 0.001] since the CM on the current trial drives the direction, and therefore the sign, of the roll. Importantly, there was no significant main effect of "Current Trial CM" for Tcom, thus confirming that subjects could not predict CM on a trial-to-trial basis. Therefore, unpredictable conditions with like previous trials (i.e., left: LR U and LL U ; right: RR U and RL U ) were averaged for graphical purposes in all succeeding figures.
Unpredictable CM Presentation, Experiment 1: Effect of Previous Trial on Digit Force and Placement
The CM experienced on the previous trial systematically affected the modulation of both digit force and position, thus supporting our second hypothesis. Figure 3A shows average tangential and normal digit forces (Ftan and Fn, respectively) and CoP at object lift onset as a function of the CM experienced on the previous trial. When the previous CM was on the left, digit CoP were nearly collinear and subjects produced a greater tangential force with their thumb than with their index finger. As a result, ⌬Ftan was positive whereas ⌬CoP was close to zero (Fig. 3, B and C, respectively) . In contrast, when the previous CM was on the right, subjects placed their thumb lower than their index finger and produced nearly equal tangential forces with both digits, i.e., ⌬Ftan was close to zero whereas ⌬CoP was negative (Fig. 3, B and C, respectively) . Note that Fn values were similar regardless of the CM experienced on the previous trial (Fig. 3, A and D) .
We also found a significant main effect of "Previous Trial CM" for ⌬Ftan and ⌬CoP [F (1,11) ϭ 15.90 and 38.64, respectively; both P Ͻ 0.01], the unpredictable conditions being significantly different depending on the CM experienced on the previous trial (i.e., LL U RL U and LR U RR U ; all P Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 3, B and C, respectively) . In contrast, we found no significant main effect of "Previous Trial CM" on Fn (Fig. 3D ).
Grasp Planning: Comparison Between Unpredictable and Predictable CM Trials, Experiment 1
Compensatory torque and peak object roll. The trial-to-trial learning of Tcom and object roll minimization for predictable CM trials was similar to that described in our previous work Fig. 2 . Compensatory torque and peak object roll in unpredictable CM trials. A: compensatory torque and peak object roll (top and bottom, respectively) as a function of consecutive trials for all trials of the unpredictable CM condition from a representative subject (S11). Symbols are color coded according to the trial analyzed for a given pair of consecutive CM trials. Left and right CM trials are denoted by L and R, respectively. B: time course of the compensatory torque and object roll (left and right, respectively) averaged across all subjects for each unpredictable condition Ϯ SE. The vertical dashed lines denote object lift onset. Individual trials were aligned relative to object lift onset prior to averaging. Grey and black traces denote conditions where the previous trial CM was left or right, respectively, whereas solid and dashed traces denote conditions when the current trial CM was left and right CM, respectively. (Fu et al. , 2011 . When subjects could predict object CM, subjects learned within the first three trials to produce Tcom at object lift onset in the direction opposite to the external torque. Specifically, subjects showed approximately a fourfold improvement in object roll as the first trial elicited approximately Ϯ18°compared with less than Ϯ5°in the latter trials. Note that an object roll of 0°(perfect performance) should not be expected, as this level of performance would require 1) perfect, noise-free sensorimotor transformations and 2) a task that penalizes less than perfect performance and/or rewards perfect performance. In contrast, object roll from the predictable trials 4 -15 was smaller than in the unpredictable sequence. Tcom was significantly larger in the predictable conditions than in the unpredictable conditions for both CM locations (LL P Ͼ LL U , LR U and RR P Ͼ RR U , RL U ; all P Ͻ 0.01; Table 1 ). As expected, peak object roll was significantly larger in the unpredictable compared with the predictable conditions (all P Ͻ 0.01; Table 1) .
Compensatory torque components. CM predictability affected the magnitude of digit separation but not digit forces. Specifically, for the predictable CM trials, subjects separated their digit CoP to a greater extent than for the unpredictable CM trials (Fig. 4; Table 1 ). ⌬CoP was significantly larger for LL P than LL U and LR U conditions and for RR P than RR U and RL U conditions (both P Ͻ 0.05; Table 1 ). Interestingly, however, the modulation of digit placement was qualitatively similar regardless of object CM predictability. Specifically, when the previous CM was on the left, subjects placed their thumb higher and their index finger lower on the object. The opposite trend was found when the previous CM was on the right. This pattern was found, although with a significantly greater magnitude, for the predictable CM sequences. In contrast, CM predictability had no statistically significant effect on digit ⌬Ftan and Fn, even though Fn tended to be larger in the unpredictable than the predictable condition ( Fig. 4 ; Table 1) .
Digit placement at contact vs. object lift onset. Comparisons between ⌬CoP at early contact versus object lift onset revealed no significant differences in either the unpredictable or predictable trial sequences within each CM (P Ͼ 0.05). However, significant differences were found across CM locations at early contact [t (21) ϭ 7.18 and t (11) ϭ 3.99 for unpredictable and predictable sequences for trials 4 -15, respectively; both P Ͻ 0.05]. Therefore, the effect of CM experienced on the previous trial on digit placement appeared at object contact and persisted through object lift onset. The finding of ⌬CoP modulation at early contact in the predictable CM blocks is consistent with previous observations .
Covariation of digit placement and forces. To understand the overall relation between the Tcom components (⌬CoP, ⌬Ftan, and Fn), we computed z scores for each trial (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) and the covariation between Tcom components for each predictability condition. Note that linear regression was computed on z-normalized data from left and right CM trials combined for each predictability condition . The plots in Fig. 5, top, show the covariation between the normalized ⌬Ftan and ⌬CoP for the unpredictable (Fig. 5, top left) and predictable (Fig. 5, top right) data (trials 4 -15) from all subjects. Both predictability conditions exhibited a significantly negative linear correlation between these two variables (r ϭ Ϫ0.386 and Ϫ0.552 for unpredictable and predictable sequences, respectively; both P Ͻ 0.001). However, the correlation coefficient for the unpredictable data was Fig. 3 . Digit forces and placement at object lift onset during the unpredictable sequence. A: digit tangential forces (Ftan; vertical arrows), center of pressure (CoP; circles), and normal forces (Fn; horizontal arrows) averaged across all subjects at object lift onset and plotted in an object frame of reference when the previous trial was on left or right (left and right columns, respectively). B-D: differences between thumb and index finger tangential force (⌬Ftan), the vertical distance between thumb and index finger center of pressure (⌬CoP), and Fn, respectively. *Significant differences (P Ͻ 0.05). Data are averages of all subjects (vertical lines denote SE). Data are means Ϯ SE of each variable for all unpredictable and predictable center of mass (CM) conditions (experiment 1). Tcom, compensatory torque; ⌬Ftan, difference between thumb and index finger tangential force; Fn, digit normal force; ⌬CoP, vertical distance between thumb and index finger center of pressure. *Significant difference (P Ͻ 0.05) between unpredictable and predictable conditions within a given CM condition.
significantly weaker than that for the predictable data (z score ϭ Ϫ2.28, P Ͻ 0.05). This result supports our third hypothesis that digit force and position would negatively covary regardless of CM predictability. In contrast, no significant correlation was found between Fn and ⌬CoP for either the unpredictable or predictable trials (r ϭ Ϫ0.052 and Ϫ0.050, respectively; Fig.  5 , bottom left and bottom right; this result is consistent with the study on predictable CM sequences by Fu et al. 2010) . Hence, for both sequences the correlation between ⌬Ftan and ⌬CoP was significantly stronger than that between ⌬Fn and ⌬CoP (z score ϭ Ϫ5.63 and Ϫ5.99 for unpredictable and predictable sequences, respectively; both P Ͻ 0.001).
Effects of Removing Visual Feedback of Object Roll on Grasp Planning, Experiment 2
When visual feedback of object roll was eliminated on each trial, subjects exhibited the same previous trial effect described above for the unpredictable CM condition (experiment 1). Specifically, for both peak object roll and Tcom, we found a significant main effect of "Previous Trial CM" [F (1,11) ϭ 167.73 and 174.11, respectively; both P Ͻ 0.001; Table 2 ; Tcom is shown in Fig. 6A ]. As expected, "Current Trial CM" significantly affected the direction of peak object roll [F (1,11) ϭ 206.47, P Ͻ 0.001]. Most importantly, however, two of the Fig. 4 . Effect of object CM predictability on digit placement and forces. A: compensatory torque components from predictable and unpredictable conditions for left object CM on the previous trial. Left: Ftan, CoP, and Fn plotted in an object frame of reference. Right, top to bottom: ⌬Ftan, ⌬CoP, and Fn. B: data for right object CM on the previous trial in the same format as A. *Significant differences (P Ͻ 0.05). Data are averages of all subjects (vertical lines denote SE). three Tcom components, ⌬CoP and ⌬Ftan, were also affected by the CM experienced on the previous trial [F (1, 11) ϭ 41.21 and 115.22, respectively; both P Ͻ 0.001; LL U RL U and LR U RR U ; all P Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 6A , bottom; Table 2 ]. No significant main effect of previous trial CM was found for Fn (P Ͼ 0.05). Finally, ⌬CoP and ⌬Ftan exhibited a significant negative correlation (r ϭ Ϫ0.407, P Ͻ 0.001), whereas ⌬CoP and Fn were not significantly correlated (P Ͼ 0.05) (Fig. 6B ).
DISCUSSION
We found that, even when subjects are aware of their inability to predict the current property of an object they are about to interact with, high-level grasp planning is systematically affected by previous experience. Below we discuss these findings and potential neural mechanisms involved in anticipatory grasp planning in response to unpredictable task conditions.
Anticipatory Grasp Control in Response to Unpredictability of Object Properties
When CM was unpredictable, subjects produced a torque on the object at lift onset in the direction appropriate for the manipulation experienced on the previous trial, even though they were aware that the external torque on the object would be randomly changed from trial to trial. Other groups have reported similar previous trial effects of object weight and texture on digit forces (Edin et al. 1992; Flanagan and Wing 1997; Johansson and Westling 1984 , 1988a , 1988b Quaney et al. 2003; Salimi et al. 2000; Westling and Johansson 1984; Witney et al. 2001 ). The present findings extend this previous work in several important ways. Specifically, here we demonstrate that previous manipulative experience affects 1) both digit forces and position as well as 2) their coordination, hence high-level motor planning, and that 3) the visual feedback of motor error on the previous trial is not the leading cause of previous trial bias.
Theoretically, subjects could have responded to object CM unpredictability by guessing the direction of the external torque (Text). This strategy could have occasionally resulted in preventing object roll but also in very large object rolls and/or slip if the torque were exerted in the same direction of Text. Alternatively, subjects could have refrained from exerting a torque at object lift onset. If this conservative strategy had been used, the object would have rolled in the direction of Text on every trial, but less than when the direction of Text was wrongly guessed. However, we found that subjects responded to CM unpredictability in a way that was intermediate between these two strategies. Specifically, subjects did not systematically produce zero Tcom at object lift onset (Fig. 2 ), yet they did not try to guess the upcoming Text, as indicated by the fact that the magnitude of Tcom was only a small fraction of that associated with predictable CM trials (Table 1) . These observations, together with the evidence presented below, point to the conclusion that high-level grasp planning was influenced by the manipulation performed on the previous trial.
These results raise the question of what sensorimotor mechanisms might be responsible for the previous trial effect on grasp planning. As Tcom on the current trial was dependent on Text experienced on the previous trial, we reasoned that the grasp planning could have been driven by sensory feedback of A B the performance error (object roll) during the previous lift. Proprioceptive and tactile feedback associated with wrist rotation and mechanical deformation of fingertips, respectively, as well as visual feedback of object roll, contribute to sensing object roll. However, removing visual feedback of object roll did not suppress the influence of the previous trial on either Tcom or its components ( Fig. 6A ; Table 2 ). Therefore, we conclude that somatosensory feedback of the previous manipulation was sufficient to bias high-level grasp planning on subsequent trials. Nevertheless, further work is needed to investigate the role of visual feedback of object manipulation on high-level grasp planning.
Digit Force and Position Coordination as a Function of Object Predictability
An important characteristic of anticipatory grasp planning during predictable CM trials was the CM dependence of the digit force-position relations. Consistent with our previous work Zhang et al. 2010) , subjects placed the thumb higher than the index fingertip when anticipating a left CM location, and vice versa for the right CM, to modulate the direction of Tcom (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, subjects tended to spread the fingertips further apart (larger ⌬CoP) and use a more symmetric partitioning of load forces (⌬Ftan Х 0) when they were about to lift the object with the left than with the right CM (Fig. 4) . We speculate that asymmetric biomechanical capabilities of the thumb versus index finger might contribute to different scaling of digit forces and positions as a function of object CM. Specifically, the thumb can exert a larger load force than the index finger, thus reducing the need to use a large vertical distance between the digits as observed for the right but not the left CM. Interestingly, these patterns were established at contact and were preserved throughout force production up to object lift, thus indicating that the previous trial effect on digit placement occurred before the availability of digit force and/or position feedback.
When object CM was predictable, subjects modulated digit load forces as a function of digit positions, ⌬CoP (Fig. 5) , thus ensuring that a similar Tcom could be consistently generated despite across-trial variability in digit placement ). This phenomenon is thought to reflect the interaction between sensing of digit forces and positions on the current trial, as well as comparison with sensorimotor memories of past manipulations (Fu et al. 2011) . Therefore, the digit forceposition negative covariation at object lift onset appears to be driven by the deliberate attempt to generate a Tcom whose magnitude and direction are planned to minimize object roll based on the Text experienced in previous manipulations.
One would expect that deliberate planning of Tcom should elicit fundamentally different behaviors from implementing an action when its behavioral consequences cannot be reliably predicted. Even though the unpredictable CM condition tended to elicit larger normal forces, surprisingly, grasp planning in the unpredictable CM condition was characterized by the same features as the predictable CM condition, specifically, 1) the modulation of digit force and position was dependent on the CM location (Fig. 4) , 2) subjects tended to modulate digit force as a function of placement (Fig. 5) , and 3) digit placement modulation to CM was already established at contact. Whereas the functional significance of the negative covariation between digit force and position is clear when object CM can be predicted (see above), the question arises as to why it was also found when subjects could not predict the direction of Text on the upcoming trial. We interpret this finding as evidence for a context-independent control mechanism for dexterous grasp control. Importantly, the coordination among digit force and placement indicates that subjects attempted to attain a given Tcom, even though subjects changed its direction on each trial based on the CM experienced in the previous trial. This further implies that previous trial effects did not selectively affect digit force or position, but rather a high-level grasp plan. This is a novel and counterintuitive finding, especially when considering that sensorimotor memories of digit placement and force appear to be stored and accessed through separate processes (Lukos et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2010) . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to reveal this invariant characteristic in the planning of digit placement-force coordination that operates regardless of uncertainty in predicting grasp functional consequences. As learning of hand-object interactions can occur in unpredictable or novel environments, the present findings are an important step to understanding motor planning mechanisms involved when the outcome of motor commands cannot be reliably predicted.
Neural Bases of Action Planning in Response to Uncertainty of Behavioral Outcomes
It is known that dorsal and ventral premotor cortices are involved in the planning and execution of digit force and position, respectively (Davare et al. 2006 (Davare et al. , 2007 . Interestingly, the effect of previous trial on force planning still remained after repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) was applied to dorsal premotor cortex but was suppressed when rTMS was applied over the primary motor cortex (M1) (Chouinard et al. 2005) . This raises the question of whether rTMS to M1 in our task would also suppress the effect of the previous trial on digit placement. If supported, this would suggest that M1 is involved with the retrieval not only of digit force sensorimotor memories but also of a high-level representation of manipulation that combines digit forces and position built through previous hand-object interactions (Davare et al. 2011) .
The neural mechanisms underlying the effect of previous experience on motor planning have also been studied with oculomotor tasks while simultaneously measuring saccadic movements and the neural output from the oculomotor system (for review, see Fecteau and Munoz 2003) . Task performance in a two-choice (left/right) saccadic response task was faster when the previous trial was the same as the current trial. Hence, analogous to our behavioral results, motor planning was indicative of the previously experienced target even though the instructed direction of eye movement was unpredictable. Furthermore, shorter reaction time latencies of the motor response were associated with an increase in the neural activity in the superior colliculus when the previous trial was the same as the current trial (Dorris et al. 2000; Fecteau and Munoz 2003; Gore et al. 2002) . Similarly, fMRI (Manoach et al. 2007 ) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) (Lee at al. 2011) studies of antisaccade-prosaccade tasks in humans have shown changes in the activity of the frontal eye fields to be correlated with previous antisaccade trials and greater reaction time latencies. Interestingly, an effect of previous trial is also found when subjects learn to adapt their reaching movements to a force field whose magnitude randomly changes from trial to trial (Scheidt et al. 2001) , even though contextual cues allow subjects to learn and retrieve two different internal models (Osu et al. 2004) . The existence of these systematic neural and behavioral correlates of previous trial effects on motor behavior might represent a fundamental feature of the sensorimotor system linking sensorimotor memories and action planning.
